Ironbark Paladin Property Securities Fund
Monthly Investment Report as at 31 July 2018

Asset Class

Market Review

Property Securities

The S&P/ASX 300 Property Accumulation Index returned 0.95% for the month, underperforming the broader
equity market (as measured by the S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index which returned 1.31%).

Investment Objective

During the month the investment manager noted the Scentre Group’s acquisition of a 50% stake in Westfield
Eastgardens for $720 million on a 4.25% cap rate from Towers Terrace Group. The centre has potential for
an expansion of retail space and mixed use development, and sits adjacent to a 2,900 apartment Meriton
development. This is Scentre Group’s first major acquisition since 2012.

Seeks to outperform the
benchmark, after fees,
over rolling three year
periods.
APIR Code
PAL0002AU
ARSN
087 897 667

Moving into the August reporting season, some groups announced further asset revaluations for the second
half of financial year 2018. GPT Group’s revaluation saw its net tangible asset (‘NTA’) backing rise
5%. Vicinity Group’s gain was more modest at around 0.9%. So far, it is the office portfolios which have
provided the most significant uplift for REIT portfolio valuations.
The explanatory memorandum for Blackstone’s cash bid for Investa Office Fund was finally released. The
investment manager notes that the independent expert determined that Blackstone’s $5.15 per unit cash
offer was “not fair, but reasonable”. The independent board of Invest Office Fund has unanimously
recommended the offer despite it being 6.0% below the recently revised NTA value per share following
revaluations of the assets.

Fund Inception Date

Performance Review

28 February 1995

The Ironbark Paladin Property Securities Fund (the ‘Fund’) returned 0.58% (net) in July, underperforming
the benchmark return of 0.95% by 0.37%.

Benchmark

During the month, holdings that were major contributors to performance include the average overweight
positions to outperforming Mirvac Group, Arena REIT and Tritax EuroBox. The major detractors from
performance were average overweight positions to underperforming Scentre Group, Investa Office Fund
and the underweight postition to outperforming Stockland.

S&P/ASX 300 A-REIT
Accumulation Index
Distribution Frequency

Performance

Quarterly
Minimum Investment
$20,000
Fund Size
$312.1m
Exit Price
$0.9816
Number of Stocks

1 month
3 months
1 year
3 years (p.a.)
5 years (p.a.)
7 years (p.a.)
10 years (p.a.)
Since inception (p.a.)1

Net Fund Return
(%)

Benchmark Return
(%)

Active Return
(%)

0.58
5.94
16.75
9.23
12.68
14.82
7.17
8.00

0.95
6.32
14.45
8.33
12.56
14.86
6.71
8.36

-0.37
-0.38
2.30
0.90
0.12
-0.04
0.46
-0.36

Past performance is not an indicator of future results. Net performance figures are calculated using exit prices, net of
fees and reflect the annual reinvestment of distribution. Returns are rounded to two decimal places. Slight variations
to actual calculations may occur.
1
This figure represents the annualised performance of the Fund from the first full month of operation.
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Market Outlook
With record low interest rates, off-shore capital flows and an appetite from companies to grow, the investment manager believes asset
values continue to be well supported, despite recent upward movement in the Australian long bond rates.
The investment manager’s valuations do not incorporate additional merger activity, which if it were to occur would drive asset values
higher and management costs lower. The investment manager expects there is some risk of higher level of corporate activity in the
next 1 to 2 years, as some of the stocks seek growth as the earnings growth tailwinds from lower debt costs in recent years start to
slow. Fixed annual escalations embedded into lease terms provide AREIT trust portfolios a defensive earnings profile.
Whilst macro drivers and sector preferences are a part of the Fund’s positioning, the investment manager is mainly driven by stock
level relative value and upside opportunities. The investment manager expects those REITs with active earnings, including residential
development, funds management or asset management, to have stronger than sector average earnings growth profiles despite the
slowing underlying like-for-like rental growth. However, as the top of the pricing cycle in residential market approaches in conjunction
with other property segments, the investment manager is being selective within this group. Defensive REITs (pure trusts) will show
below sector average earnings growth, however, remain well supported until a pick-up in underlying commercial rent growth drivers
in Australia is seen.
Portfolio Summary
Asset Allocation
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Important information
Issued by Ironbark Asset Management Pty Limited ABN 53 136 679 420 AFSL 341020 (“Ironbark”). This document is not an offer of securities or financial
products, nor is it financial product advice. As this document has been prepared without taking account of any investors’ particular objectives, financial
situation and needs, you should consider its appropriateness having regard to your objectives, financial situation and needs. The Ironbark Paladin Property
Securities Fund is issued by Ironbark Asset Management (Fund Services) Limited ABN 63 116 232 154 AFSL 298626. To acquire units in the Fund,
complete the application form that accompanies the current PDS, which you can obtain from www.ironbarkam.com or by calling client services on 1800
034 402. You should consider the PDS in deciding to acquire or to continue to hold units in the Fund. Although specific information has been prepared
from sources believed to be reliable, we offer no guarantees as to its accuracy or completeness. The information stated, opinions expressed and estimates
given constitute best judgement at the time of publication and are subject to change without notice to you. Consequently, although this document is
provided in good faith, it is not intended to create any legal liability on the part of Ironbark or any other entity and does not vary the terms of a relevant
disclosure statement. This document may contain forecasts or forward looking statements which are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties
and other important factors that could cause the actual results, events, performance or achievements of the Fund to be materially different from those
expressed or implied in such statements. Past performance is not an indicator of future results. All dollars are Australian dollars unless otherwise specified.
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